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I believe that innovation comes easy if your 
mind and heart are put fully into the work 
you do. With this in mind, years ago I saw 
an opportunity to innovate on the already-
established packaged pump industry with the 
concept of variable speed technology—and 

Welcome from our CEO & Founder

“ that's how QuantumFlo was born. Today, our company has grown 
and evolved to a position of leadership in the industry with the best 
packaged pump systems for commercial and industrial applications; 
and we plan to continue innovating for many years to come.   
 

- David Carrier ”
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QuantumFlo’s Genius E features cast iron, end suction, centrifugal pumps, and 
is designed for the tightly-contested, bid and spec market. All systems feature 
stainless steel frames, headers and inter-connecting piping, color touch-screen 
controls and variable speed pressure control. 

Explore more Genius E features and benefits:

» Competitively priced for bid & spec projects
» Color touch-screen controls
» 304 stainless steel header & frame
» End suction pumps
» Long service life & simple to maintain
» High flow – low boost

Genius E

The QuantumFlo Genius V system features stainless steel, vertical, multi-stage 
pumps with a cast iron base and bracket. This system is designed for low-flow, 
high boost conditions. 

Explore more Genius V features and benefits:

» Color touch-screen controls
» 304 stainless steel header & frame
» Long service life & simple to maintain
» High boost – low flow

Genius V

The QuantumFlo WisperFlo system is our flagship product line. Featuring a 
submersible turbine pump contained inside the system piping, this fully-submerged 
design takes advantage of the sound attenuating properties of water, virtually 
eliminating motor and pump noise. 

Explore more WisperFlo features and benefits:

» Color touch-screen controls
» Long service life & simple to maintain
» High boost – low flow – low noise

WisperFlo

The QuantumFlo Prodigy system is a variable speed, duplex booster system 
specially designed to compete with lower quality constant speed packages. All 
Prodigy systems feature stainless steel frames, headers and inter-connecting 
piping, touch screen interface and variable speed pressure control.

Explore more Prodigy features and benefits:

» Variable speed drive control—NO PRV’s
» Economical cast-iron, bronze fitted pumps
» Glycerin-filled suction/discharge gauges
» 304 stainless steel header & frame
» Vertical multi-stage pumps
» Grooved end or flanged end connections

Prodigy

[ Products ]
With unmatched performance and riveting system designs, 
QuantumFlo’s wide range of advanced products has continued to  
set us apart year after year. From pre-packaged pump solutions to 
specific designs, our company provides you with the reliability and 
security you need. 

QuantumFlo has tackled the many industry challenges of today 
technologically, rather than exclusively through mechanics. Our  
unique and custom designs are simple, light and durable, compact  
and most importantly, highly intelligent.

Custom UL508A Industrial Controls
In January 2011, QuantumFlo launched Quantum Custom 
Controls Division—a business unit designed to serve other 
OEM customers and end users who require a customized 

UL508A Listed, controller solution 
which can be produced as either 
an OEM component or a project-
specific solution. Following the 
dedicated development process 
and the launching of the new 
division, QuantumFlo is now an 
official UL508A Industrial Control 
Panel Manufacturer, one of several 

National EATON Corporation Controls Partners in the 
United States. QuantumFlo’s custom control packages 
and break-through, panel-upgrade program allows users 
to adjust only the control panel while existing pumps  
are left in place and can be used for virtually any  
pumping application.

[ About Us ]
QuantumFlo is a leader in the manufacturing and distribution of 
advanced, variable speed controlled, packaged pump systems for 
commercial plumbing, HVAC, municipal, irrigation and industrial 
market applications. Our innovative technologies feature aftermarket 
applications for the modification, upgrade and retrofit of aging 
or obsolete pump systems. With representatives in more than 23 
countries, our highly skilled professionals are ready to help you find 
what you’re looking for on your next project.
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Atom
Understanding that low water pressure can affect homes 
too, QuantumFlo now offers a small, variable speed pump for 
residential applications that is also available for sale in retail 
markets. Call us to learn more about The Atom residential pump.

[ Plumbing ]
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[ HVAC ]
As the demand for turn-key solutions in the HVAC Industry  
increases, QuantumFlo is there to add a touch of class to your next project.  
Most mechanical rooms are dark and dirty places. Doesn’t it make sense that your  
machines should be designed to withstand the environment in which they are located?  
QuantumFlo answers the call with our HVAC product line featuring 304 S.S. Frames and  
piping for your packaged chilled water, hot water, heat transfer and a multitude of other,  
factory-tested systems for the HVAC market. All packages are designed in SolidWorks™  
3D design so the engineering is done before we start construction and that means higher  
precision on a lightning-fast delivery schedule.

Contact us today to find out more about QuantumFlo’s Packaged HVAC  
Pumping Systems.

[ Sustainability ]

Integrating Green into QuantumFlo’s Technology
With the large amount of product assembly and testing at QuantumFlo, it is important to 
practice sustainability in every way that we can. We are moving toward an environment 
that encourages sustainable design and our variable speed plumbing boosters and 
control of motors is a central focal point. 

As a member of the US Green Building Council, QuantumFlo is focused 
on maintaining our relevance as a sustainable leader in these new green 
initiatives. We commit ourselves to the betterment of our planet through 
sustainable technology and the desire to continually push the envelope of 
future designs. 

Through new technological developments and involvement with our large engineering 
network, QuantumFlo is practicing sustainability each and every day. And don’t forget—
integrating our technology into your project could help you achieve LEED certification 
status, as well as gain a financial advantage with yearly incentives and tax breaks.

Rain-It-In
One way we have expanded our green initiatives at QuantumFlo, is with 
our Rain-It-In rainwater recapture system. Our complete turn-key system 
recovers 100% of rainwater as it captures and stores rainfall, filtering out 
particulates and recycling water for reuse in your application. 

Our proprietary First Flush Water Basin captures a larger volume of runoff 
and pre-filters out sticks, leaves and other components which can clog the tank and 
create an unmanageable bio-mass. This means that all the water from your application  
is centrally contained and managed, rather than having multiple vortex-filters  
throughout the site. 
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[ Contact Us ]
With such unique industries and diverse applications, we know you have questions–and 
QuantumFlo has a highly skilled and trained staff ready to guide you in the right direction 
with your next pump system purchase.

Contact us today to learn more or to schedule a meeting  
to discuss your specific project needs.

Office 386-753-9702

Fax 386-753-9703

Email Info@quantumflo.com

QuantumFlo, Inc. 
210 Springview Commerce Dr. 
Bldg. #150
DeBary, FL 32713

www.quantumflo.com

Find us on: facebook.com/QuantumFlo twitter.com/quantumflo


